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Your Go-To Partner for Sage, Acumatica & Cloud Hosting





We’ve got over 5,000 success stories and counting! 
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Fulfill Your Vision




of a smarter and easier way to run your business




Imagine a future where your business effortlessly blends modern accounting and financial systems with streamlined operations layered over a secure and scalable IT infrastructure. You’re in control, your team is empowered, and your data is always within reach.




At SWK, we make your vision a reality. We’ll supercharge your ERP and business management software, delivering a secure, cloud-powered solution that frees you to focus on what you do best – running your business.
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Accounting & ERP Software




integrate your systems and unifY your company




Somewhere between QuickBooks and Oracle, there’s a right-sized ERP and accounting software for you. Take a deeper look at:




	Acumatica – SWK proudly wears the title of Acumatica Partner of the Year four of the last six years, and back to back in 2023 and 2024!
	Sage Intacct – We’re not just any Sage partner, we’re a trusted Sage Diamond Partner. SWK is your national go-to partner for all things Intacct, offering value-added services that set you up for success.
	Sage 100 – We’re at the top of the game as a Sage 100 partner. With one of the largest Sage 100 consulting and support practices in the U.S., we’ve got your back.






















Managed Cloud Services




ELEVATE YOUR ERP AND BUSINESS APPS WITH MANAGED CLOUD SERVICES




Have you ever wondered where your ERP and business management applications call home? It’s time to consider the benefits and options of the cloud hosting, infrastructure, and managed services:




	Secure Cloud Hosting – Envision your Sage 100, QuickBooks, and third-party integrations snugly residing in a cyber-secured environment. It’s the future of cloud hosting, and it’s here.
	Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) – Throttle up your complex Sage 100 or Acumatica environment with the flexibility of a cloud or hybrid cloud infrastructure. Your IT and financial options, now with more freedom.
	Managed Cloud & IT Services – Untangle the web of network assets you need to run your business. Get the IT support you deserve, along with managed or co-managed services that put you in control.
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SWK Services




youR solutions GUIDE & CO-PILOT




When your software isn’t keeping up with your growth or challenges, we’ve got your back:




	Business Technology Consulting – Let’s connect and map out a rock-solid strategy for your business. It’s time to seize new opportunities.
	Software Implementation – We’re not just about ideas, we’re about action. We’ll plan, implement, and provide the support you need to thrive.
	Managed Cloud & IT Services – Whether you want us to take the wheel or co-pilot your network, we’ve got the expertise to keep things running smoothly.
	Custom Software Development – Make the most out of your software investments with tailor-made solutions that fit like a glove.
	Human Capital Management – Your organization’s strength lies in its people. We’ll help you make sure they’re set up for success.
	eCommerce Consulting – In today’s world, whether you’re in the B-to-C or B-to-B game, eCommerce is your essential ticket to success. Let’s make it happen together.
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“I don’t know if there are are other companies around like SWK Technologies, who actually deliver on what they promise. Probably there are, but I certainly haven’t found them if they exist. Friendly Planet will never make a move without Kevin and company. They are that good.”


Peggy Goldman
President of Friendly Planet Travel
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“This [business process review] provided the roadmap we always lacked.”


Susan Premo
VP of Finance of Specialty Silicone Products
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“SWK’s fast and friendly support has been invaluable for our team. I had a data transfer to a new machine on a different operating system which was performed remotely and on my lunch break. When I got back from lunch, my new Mac was totally set up. I’ve also noticed serious IT efficiencies since we partnered with SWK. Prior to our partnership, there was a serious backlog for all IT related requests. Since SWK has stepped in it is no longer a mess.”


Jordan Schultz
Senior Associate/Team Lead, Marketing of HelloFresh
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“With SWK Technologies you get a team that isn’t set in its ways, one that really tries to understand your business and when you’re thrown curve balls, will work with you and Acumatica to find the right solutions”


Andrew Schutt
CFO of Kill Cliff
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“I’ve been contacted by other Sage vendors, but I’m completely satisfied. The level of service for our company has been great.”


James Kruger
General Manager & Co-owner of Gorlitz Sewer & Drain, Inc.
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“I think a large part of why we love Sage Intacct so much can be contributed to SWK.”


Destiny Spurling
Supervisor of Accounting Operations of Verde Outdoor
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“With SWK’s help, we made sure we had virtually no significant problems through extensive planning and testing prior to Go-Live.”


John Pfuntner
VP, Director of Business Operations & Co-owner of Advantage Sport & Fitness
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“SWK Technologies has been very reliable for me. I needed help with my thermal printer and they called me right away to fix the problem. They have always managed to find a way to fix an issue in time for me.”


Jerry Ramirez
Shipping Manager of Beth Ward Studios












Customer Resources




Here’s a guide to our support links and a wealth of free online resources.










Pay Online







Pay Online




Pay your invoices here.






Help Desk







Help Desk




Request support or a service ticket.






Webinars & Events







Webinars & Events




Learn about our live webinars or browse our vast on-demand resource library.






Customer Success Stories







Customer Success Stories




Find out how other companies use and benefit from SWK’s portfolio of services and solutions.






Contact Us Today







Contact Us Today




SWK will help you Fulfill your Vision of how a modern organization can run. Connect with us to find out how.















Moving Forward, Together
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Ready to take the next step?






Contact SWK today to get in touch with one of our experts. We’ll go over your business challenges and unique needs, and see where you can unlock new value from your technology and make your operations run easier.








Get in touch!


























Our Latest Posts
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Actualize Your HR Team’s Full Potential with Sage HRMS in the Cloud

Read moreActualize Your HR Team’s Full Potential with Sage HRMS in the Cloud
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The Evolution of Manufacturing Software: From Legacy ERP to Cloud

Read moreThe Evolution of Manufacturing Software: From Legacy ERP to Cloud
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How to Cut Costs with Cloud Hosting 

Read moreHow to Cut Costs with Cloud Hosting 










Awards and Accreditations
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Stay in the know!






Subscribe for exclusive ERP, process automation, IT and cybersecurity news.
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Headquarters:
120 Eagle Rock Ave, Suite 330
East Hanover, NJ 07936







Contact:
info@swktech.com
(877) 979-5462
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